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Bulls fall to Hawks, but Derrick Rose plays 11th straight game 

By: Joe Cowley 

ATLANTA – The message from coach to player isn’t changing. 

“Attack, attack, attack,’’ Bulls coach Tom Thibodeau insisted on Monday, when asked about what he 

would like to see from point guard Derrick Rose now six weeks into the season. 

A much easier request for Thibodeau to make now that Rose is finally stringing games together. 

Scoring 14 points on just 6-for-21 shooting in the 93-86 loss to Atlanta wasn’t exactly one for the Rose 

highlight vault, but that was small picture. Big picture? It was the 11th-straight game Rose has played in, 

finishing 10-straight games since the “fatigue’’ tap-out in Denver. 

That’s more than just baby steps. 

“Every step along the way, even with a performance like [Monday],’’ Rose said. “It’s fine. It’s already out 

of my mind, onto the next game. I think we play in a couple of games or something like that, so this 

performance is already out of my mind. Just learn from it and just try and keep it moving.’’ 

Thibodeau agreed. As long as part of “it moving’’ involved his point guard understanding that he needs 

to attack, and attack early and often. 

That seems to still be a game-to-game decision for Rose. 

“Hey, I want him attacking,’’ Thibodeau said. “When he attacks, he’s special. When he tries to pace 

himself, that’s not going to work. He has to be aggressive. It’s not perfect. Over the course of a game, 

he’s going to make a lot more good plays than he is bad. And that’s all good for us. He can’t be afraid to 

take a chance. He has great ability. I want him to go. It didn’t work out this time but it will work out next 

time.’’ 

The Hawks might be a big reason why, as the Bulls learned there’s a reason Atlanta is now 17-7. Then 

again, Rose didn’t exactly help his team’s own cause early on, going 0-for-5 to start the game, including 

two three-point attempts. 

Not exactly the attack-mode Thibodeau was stressing that he needed to see. 

Even in the fourth quarter against the Hawks – the quarter in which Rose has shown an ability to take 

over at times the last few weeks – Rose was just 1-for-5. 

“I think just getting a feel for the game,’’ Rose said of his latest performance. “Fourth quarter, I think 

certain spots I should have chosen to be aggressive, and I didn’t. That’s something I can learn from. 

Teammates got clean open shots to get the game closer. We missed some wide-open shots, but it’s part 

of the game. 



“We put ourselves in that hole. We should have got that lead a long time ago. Don’t get me wrong, 

they’re a great team, but we should have made sure that we came out a little more aggressive in the 

beginning of the game.’’ 

Not that the Bulls (15-9) didn’t make the Hawks sweat it out the final two minutes, twice cutting the 

lead to just three points. But for every Bulls action there seemed to be an Atlanta reaction, and one that 

they had no answer for. 

As for Rose, he’ll get a chance at a 12th-straight start on Thursday. 

“There’s going to be rust,’’ Thibodeau said of Rose. “There’s no negative. The only way he’s going to 

come back is by playing and working. That’s it. Even if he were 100 percent, not every game is going to 

be perfect.’’ 

 


